NEW TRENCH - SE corner of bldg

Kedesh

Unit LA 961.00 Date dug 7/1/09

Locus 001

End levels NW 463.04 NE 462.95
SW 462.85 SE 462.61

Over unit(s) KB 007.3

Beg. Levels NW 463.25 NE 463.25
SW 462.94 SE 462.68

Under unit(s) N/A

Volume 40 20 letters

Soil: color, texture, inclusions Dark brown, dry, clumpy topsoil

Pottery wt. 14.05 kg

Ldm Kfar al Fikrin

Span EB/MB - Early Modern

Description and extent 5 half Top soil pass
Kedesh

Unit CA9.4.002  Date dug 7/2/09

Beg. Levels (NE) 463.44 (SW) 463.45

Under unit(s) (SW)
Volume 1740 L

Soil: color, texture, inclusions
Dark brown, dry topsoil

Pottery wt. 10.75 kg

Ldm Ras Al-Fukra
Span EB/MM EARLY MODERN

Description and extent
Another pass of in topsoil

Locus 001

End levels (NE) 462.77 (SW) 462.71

Over unit(s) 003

Other finds 1988 -6 poster frays
Kedesh

Unit C 4 3.03
Date dug 7/2/09

Beg. Levels

End levels

Under unit(s)

Over unit(s)

Volume 2.540 L

Soil: color, texture, inclusions

Pottery wt. 34.75 kg

Ldm coastal Fine North
Span EB/MB - 2nd Century

Other finds

1489 - 7 plaster fragments
1763 - Attic Skyphos foot
Inv. K09P194

Description and extent

Another pass of topsoil. Came down on the S wall of the building (running E/W) and another wall running N from the N side of that wall. Also came down on a pottery/rubble layer deposit in the E.
Kedesh

Unit

Date dug

7/2/09

Locus 003

End levels

H - 462.35
L - 462.30

Over unit(s)

009

Beg. Levels

46 a 3.65 (Est.)

Under unit(s)

003

Volume

320 L

Soil; color, texture, inclusions

Yellow brown, with huge amount of pottery, some bones (including 19 pieces)

Pottery wt. 17.62 kg

Ldm SF, Torqito Ampheria, Aegean Lecokia, Pale Persian bowls

Span EB/MB - Persian

Other finds

1490 - 47 bone frag

Description and extent

Digging the pottery/rubble/bone deposit.
Kedesh

Unit CA 9.1.005 Date dug 7/1/09

Beg. Levels 462.36 462.49 462.54

Under unit(s) 003

Volume 620 L

Soil: color, texture, inclusions

Yellow-brown, compact, with limestone flecks

Pottery wt. 7.85 kg

Ldm Roman Jar

Span EB/HB - Roman

Description and extent

36 Druse buckets
+ 36 Druse buckets
+ 10 other b.

Locus 002

End levels 462.49 462.46 462.35

Over unit(s) 003 009

Another pass below 009, but outside the pottery pit.
Kedesh

Unit CA 9.4 006  Date dug 7/3/09  Locus 002

Beg. Levels 462.43
Under unit(s) 003
Volume

Soil: color, texture, inclusions
Yellow-brown, fine, semi-compact, soil became silty & more

Pottery wt. 1.65 Kg
Ldm HBG MM Ball
Span Iron - 2nd BCE

Description and extent
Digging small area in wall where:

wall stones stop.

Other finds Clay-like as we came down on wall:

H-1505 - 6 bone frags
H-1506 - pottery frag
Kedesh

Unit CA 9.4.007  Date dug 7/3/99

Beg. Levels 462.55
462.52

Under unit(s)

Volume 1340 L

End levels 462.35

Over unit(s)

Soil: color, texture, inclusions

Yellow-brown, semi-compact, with a few stones & some bone

Pottery wt.

21.30 Kg

Ldm Roman Cook ware

Span EB/MB - Late Hell/ER

Other finds

# 1506 - 42 bone frags
# 1564 - 2 worked bone frag
# 1565 - 3 stoppers

Description and extent

Digging non-potter

Digging pottery pit border
Kedesh

Unit CA 9.4.008 Date dug 7/5/09

Locus 002

Beg. Levels 462.52
End levels 462.19

Under unit(s) 005
Over unit(s) G09

Volume 250 L

Soil: color, texture, inclusions
yellow-brown, semi-compact soil with rubble (hand-to-head sized)

Pottery wt. 3.66 Kg

Ldm Local Fine
Span EB1/MB - Hell

Other finds

Description and extent
Digging the rubble island in SE

Diagram of excavation area.
Kedesh

Unit CA 7,4,009  Date dug 7/5/09

Beg. Levels
(2) 462.35
(3) 462.37

End levels
(4) 462.20
(5) 462.23

Under unit(s)
004, 005, 007, 008

Over unit(s)
010, 011, 012

Volume 740 L

Soil: color, texture, inclusions
Yellow-brown, silty, dense soil. (The house has been burnt)

Pottery wt. 16.70 Kg

Ldm LF INC Bowl
Span EB/MB - Helk

Description and extent

Another pass

wall stublet (?)

wall

↓

← 009 →

wall stublets (?)

↑
Kedesh

Unit CA 9,4,010  Date dug 7/6/09  Locus 002

Beg. Levels 462.07
Under unit(s) 009
Volume 280L
Soil: color, texture, inclusions

Pottery wt. 2.25 kg  Other finds

Ldm  L
Span  EB/MB - Persian

Description and extent
Defining top of wall (?) and finishing what was dug yesterday in 009.
Kedesh

Unit: Ç4 9.9.011  Date dug: 7/6/09  Locus: 002

Beg. Levels: Y62.25
Under unit(s): 009
Volume: 15 L

Soil: color, texture, inclusions

Pottery wt: 0.42 Kg
Ldm: White ware
Span: N/A

Other finds: 1656-2 sherds import, CW Rhodes? © Aegean? joined w/ frags from 01/012 w/ same td

Description and extent:

Defining top of wall intersection (it completing chart was started yesterday in 009)
Kedesh

Unit CA 9.4.012  Date dug 7/6/04  Locus 002

Beg. Levels (SW) 462.20  (NE) 462.04
End levels  (SW) 462.01  (NE) 461.99

Under unit(s) 009
Over unit(s) N/A

Volume 280 L

Soil: color, texture, inclusions

Pottery wt. 2.78 kg

Ldm Attic B or Lechy Nos (5th cent BCE)
Span EB/UB - Persian

Other finds #1572 - 25 bone flaps
#1656 - 1 sherd Impor. cu. Rhodes? @ Ageean? (to join w/ BS from 011/012 w same #)

Description and extent
Defining top edge of wall (yesterday). Finishing 009 from